Nova Ratio Foundation Project:
NORA
Most people in the crypto industry experience the space as a gambling environment either in the
role of traders, investors or simply by betting on random coins and tokens. The reasons for this are
likely many, but one obvious reason is that most blockchains are not really sharing their economy
at protocol level, which leaves price movements as the only option left when the transactional
economy is being funneled outside of the network.
The Nova Ratio (NORA) blockchain preserves it within the network and rewards network
participants for their contributions.
Chains that support smart contract functionality such as Ethereum do not incentivize developers
for their contribution to the network. The only incentive for them is to build a profitable business
around the chain, which is a strong limiting factor to the overall development of the ecosystem.
There are many useful applications that do not necessarily allow for a profit to be applied.
NORA solves this important gap at protocol-level by enabling a reimbursement of transaction fees
to token creators. The mechanism effectively rewards project owners based on the transactional
economy they create, by getting a share of each transaction their project was involved with.
Combined with the passive zero hardware staking mechanism, this creates a truly shared
environment, where network participants are rewarded on all levels for the value they add to the
ecosystem.
Many globally practical applications do not necessarily allow for a profit to be applied nor the need
for tokenization.
This revolutionary new Blockchain provides a shared economy that sustainably incentivizes
creators. The creators who contribute to its adoption benefit from the transactions they generate,
regardless of their business model.
Put simply, Developers, Creators, and Enterprises alike will be rewarded each time their project
has an interaction because, after all, your business or project is bringing traffic to the network;
shouldn't you be rewarded?
Reducing the enormous amount of transactional gas consumption with high transaction counts
while rewarding creators makes NORA a unique and friendly opportunity for both DeFi and non
tokenized projects.

Nova Ratio
The New System
A Digital Meritocracy

Developer Friendly
Teams are incentivized to create on the Nova Ratio with a portion of transaction fees to reward
creators.
Holders are incentivised to hold their coins by a passive “staking” reward , users will be rewarded for
holding coins on our chain, no hardware requirements , no loud equipment , buy hold, after a set
amount of time the holder will be eligible to receive a “dividend” like payment in NORA directly to their
wallet based on a determined % of Transaction Fees
Enterprise solutions can incorporate their systems with the NovaRatio for speed, security, and
reliability, taking advantage of substantially lower costs.
Ethereum VM support provides full compatibility and easy migration of Ethereum DAPPS and
Ethereum smart contracts.
Fees from the transactional economy shared with the ERC20, ERC223, ERC721, EIP1559 smart contracts will
be accredited with a portion of the fees their project generates through their transactions.
A PoA Network
Nova Ratio (NORA)

The NORA coin is the vehicle that drives the Nova Ratio and not only helps it to fulfill , but will
also serve to align our vision to deliver a better tool to build our future.
The NORA coin serves our community in many ways as a/an:
a) Payment coin used to pay transaction costs
b) Proportional reward to those serving the community through
c) Means of providing a less volatile vehicle for individuals that reside in countries with illiquid
and/or volatile fiat currencies;
e) the NORA coin to be easily incorporated into already existing and established payment
systems.
f) A Liquidity tool for new projects
g) Governance Token of on-chain applications.

example fee/reward system based on 21 validators in a theoretical round robin based selection of
signers.

Lets say in one full rotation of validation with 100NORA in fees being generated , with
50 - earned by the Blue
21 - earned by the Green
25 - earned by the Yellow
4 - earned by the Red
50NORA being earned the Nova Ratio and its Investors
21NORA goes to the Green On Chain Smart Contract that distributes NORA to those who
hold on our chain
25NORA goes to the Yellow On Chain Smart Contract that distributes NORA Rewards to
developers based on their specific network weight.
4NORA Goes to the Red On Chain Smart Contract that can be used to create a deflationary
metric or to increase liquidity.

NORA as a Payment Vehicle
Transaction fees on the Nova Ratio will be paid in NORA coin and fee prices will vary from time to
time and reflect network conditions. The use of NORA serves the Eco-system, coins collected through
payment will be recycled back into the ecosystem, rewarded (to holders of NORA) and Creators
Developing on our system.

Rewarding/Including Public Liquidity Providers
Liquidity providers play a tremendously important roll to the DeFi Eco-system. Enabling and rewarding
liquidity providers is vital to achieving adoption. Traded volume is a historical reference of a process
having been achieved and is also the fairest metric in rewarding liquidity. A transparent already
developed on chain application will be available will be used to reward liquidity providers Our vision is
that the largest contributors to our ecosystem will earn rewards far in excess of their contribution.

NORA Extended Value Utility
As the Native currency of the Nova Ratio , an EVM(Ethereum Virtual Machine) it allows us to launch
our own pre developed applications on the Nova Ratio with NORA as Governance, like a
Decentralized Exchange and/or NFT Market place, these utility applications and the unique reward
structure will put NORA's TVL(Total Value Locked) on the fast track for well deserved attention.

Additional discretionary purchases, sales and/or burns of the NORA coin can occur, subject to
market conditions and funds available to maintain the Nova Ratio as well as to finance our
ability to expand, and enhance the Eco-System and increase adoption and utilization.
All future partnerships and projects will be subject to our own rigorous principles of the free-trade, fair-trade mantra.It is
envisioned that these projects will involve the evolution of our blockchain, as well as numerous DEFI projects and/or other
Web3 collaborations and solutions.

